
Miss Eleanor Cox 

 

I strongly oppose to this application for a number of reasons.  

1) Noise and pollution - the disruption and damage to local 

residents, wildlife and the environment within the area.  

2) Traffic volume – an increase to the already existing problems 

through our village and the existing roads around the 

proposed site would be a complete disaster. 

I regularly walk through the village for exercise and fresh air and I 

have found this becoming increasingly dangerous with the increase 

from all the new residential sites in and around Bishops Stortford. 

Also, the increase in the way we shop and live etc has led to more 

delivery vehicles on the roads. Very rarely do vehicles adhere to the 

speed limit, this will only get worse if this proposal is allowed to go 

ahead. Whilst out on my walks, I have noticed that larger vehicles 

and farm vehicles can't pass each other on the roads - the road is 

simply not wide enough for the larger vehicles so they mount what 

little footpaths are provided in our village. The increase in traffic has 

also had an effect on the road conditions, the amount of pot holes 

has multiplied drastically. 

It is evident that this is purely a relocation from Wren Kitchens who 

will undoubtedly move with the same work personnel. I fail to see 

how jobs will be created for the local community. There surely must 

be an alternative, suitable site to accommodate this operation.   

This from a company who portray themselves as ‘green’ having 

decimated a beautiful piece of land with established trees and what 

was a haven to much wildlife in recent years. 

As a twenty year old who has always lived in the village we talk about 

more so in recent times of looking after our environment. This is my 

future and I love living here. Please don’t allow this to go ahead. It 

will just exacerbate problems that already exist.  

I am all for change for the RIGHT reasons but I can see NO benefits 

other than a geographical one for Wren Kitchens operational needs.   


